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About This Game

Snark kidnapped the beautiful princess.Knights trying to free a beautiful lady.

Ferocious Snark kidnapped the beautiful princess. Brave knights trying to free a beautiful lady.
Bootombaa defend your cave from attacks. You must help him!

• Comics cartoon atmosphere
• Dynamic game play
• Cute graphic design

• 50 game levels
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lyrics romanized. boombayah lirik. boombayah easy lyrics. boombayah lyrics. boombayah english rap. bootombaa badge.
bootombaa steam

If you're into WOW type of games,you might dig it,but of couse,buy it now while it's cheap. I wouldn't play this crap on
Kongregate why is it on Steam?. Horrible game design. There is nothing cute or dynamic about the game. Uninstalling this piece
of garbage in my hard drive.. Piece of garbage. Those, and by extension these, are the only words I am willing to type to
describe this filth.

AVOID!. You get what you paid for, 4.7K achievements at minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter looking to increase
the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your money. This
is not a game, it’s just a way of distributing achievements.. This game is probably one of the worst games i have seen on the
steam market. I only purchased it because i got a 90% discount due to my CSGO trading card badge. I dont get the point of the
game, and why people would waste time even bothering to install it.

Id rate this a 0/10. Just idling achievements
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0\/100

-50 Utter garbage
-50 A game that people buy for the trading cards and nothing more.. This game has boring, bland, repetitive gameplay that very
few could ever be interested for a long period. I can sit for hours and stare at a wall or ceiling and not be bored, yet this game
actually gave me a headache because it was so boring to me. It is a little buggy as well, with poorly designed hit boxes which
makes the repetition even more obvious and tiring.

I've actually had more fun playin games that crash from every 2 - 10 seconds.. I got this game with a 90% off coupon and it still
isn't even worth the amount i spent on it. the artstyle is trash and the game is boring. it is NOT worth playing even if it was free..
Achievements and Trading Cards.
Easy 100% / 2h.
+ Some extra time for trading cards.. this is basically a flashgame; horrible, confusing why they ask money for it, bad controls.
no replay value at all, dont buy it.
90% of my "playtime" is afking for steamcard time :)
i bought this game for 10 cents, its not even worth those 10 cents.. A big NO from me.

I would feel ripped off, even if it was free.. Another card generator app. Horrible game design. There is nothing cute or
dynamic about the game. Uninstalling this piece of garbage in my hard drive.
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